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Summary: Innate immunity constitutes the first line of defense against
attempted microbial invasion, and it is a well-described phenomenon in
vertebrates and insects. Recent pioneering work has revealed striking
similarities between the molecular organization of animal and plant
systems for nonself recognition and anti-microbial defense. Like animals,
plants have acquired the ability to recognize invariant pathogen-
associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) that are characteristic of microbial
organisms but which are not found in potential host plants. Such struc-
tures, also termed general elicitors of plant defense, are often indispen-
sable for the microbial lifestyle and, upon receptor-mediated perception,
inevitably betray the invader to the plant’s surveillance system. Remark-
able similarities have been uncovered in the molecular mode of PAMP
perception in animals and plants, including the discovery of plant recep-
tors resembling mammalian Toll-like receptors or cytoplasmic nucleo-
tide-binding oligomerization domain leucine-rich repeat proteins.
Moreover, molecular building blocks of PAMP-induced signaling cascades
leading to the transcriptional activation of immune response genes are
shared among the two kingdoms. In particular, nitric oxide as well as
mitogen-activated protein kinase cascades have been implicated in trig-
gering innate immune responses, part of which is the production of anti-
microbial compounds. In addition to PAMP-mediated pathogen defense,
disease resistance programs are often initiated upon plant-cultivar-specific
recognition of microbial race-specific virulence factors, a recognition
specificity that is not known from animals.

Introduction

The ability to discriminate between self and nonself is a key

feature of all living organisms, and it is the basis for the

activation of innate immune responses upon microbial in-

fection. In animals as diverse as human, mouse, crayfish,

Caenorhabditis elegans, or Drosophila melanogaster, innate immune

systems have been molecularly described in great detail

(1–6). Intriguingly, recent work on the molecular architecture

of nonself recognition and nonself rejection in plants has

revealed striking similarities of immune systems across king-

dom borders (7–12). However, significant differences remain.

For example, the immune system in vertebrates comprises

innate and acquired immunity, both of which act in concert
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to protect the host from microbial attack (6, 13). A functional

innate immune system has thereby been shown to be a

prerequisite for the activation of acquired immunity exerted

by T lymphocytes and B lymphocytes. Such a clonal system of

adaptive immunity, which is characterized by the creation of

antigen-specific receptors through somatic recombination in

maturing lymphocytes, does not exist in plants. Moreover,

specialized cell types (macrophages, neutrophils, and dendritic

cells), which as parts of a circulatory blood system are the key

players of the animal immune system, are not found in plants.

In contrast, plants are autonomously capable of sensing the

presence of microbial nonself and of mounting defense

responses at the level of each single cell.

Generally, most plant species are resistant to most species of

potential microbial invaders. This phenomenon is termed

‘non-host’ or ‘species’ resistance/immunity (14, 15). Infre-

quent changes in the host range of phytopathogens are indi-

cative of the stability of species immunity (16). This stasis is

likely due to functionally redundant layers of protective

mechanisms that make up a defensive network comprising

both constitutive barriers and inducible reactions (14–16)

(Fig. 1). Often plants do not support the lifestyle of a certain

pathogen, and the pathogen does not differentiate, express

pathogenicity factors, and develop infection structures.

Preformed barriers constitutively present on the plant surface

(wax layers, rigid cell walls, anti-microbial enzymes, or

secondary metabolites), prevent ingress of the pathogen, sub-

sequent activation of inducible defense responses, or disease

symptom development.

Should a pathogen, however, manage to overcome consti-

tutive defensive layers, it may become subject to recognition at

the plasma membrane of plant cells. A large variety of

microbe-associated products, referred to as ‘general elicitors’,

with the proven ability to trigger plant species-specific defense

responses upon infiltration into leaf tissue are likely to be the

inducers of innate immune responses in natural plant–microbe

interactions (7, 12, 17). For a long time, it remained poorly

understood why plants would possess recognition capacities

Species resistance/immunity

Species resistance/immunity

Susceptibility/disease

Cultivar-specific resistance/immunity

No pathogen differentiation on the plant

Sufficient preformed defense

No pathogen propagation on the plant

Sufficient inducible defense

Pathogen propagation on the plant

Insufficient preformed/inducible defense

No pathogen propagation on the plant

Race/cultivar-specific resistance based upon
complementary pairs of Avr/R genes

Fig. 1. Overview on the various types of

plant innate immunity.
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for such ‘antigenic’ signals. However, recently unveiled

striking similarities in the molecular basis of innate immunity

in plants with that known for insects and animals provide an

intriguing explanation for why plants may recognize general

elicitors, and these findings support the view of an

evolutionarily ancient concept of eukaryotic nonself recogni-

tion systems (1–3, 5–8, 10–14).

In addition to immunity at the species level, plant disease

resistance also occurs at the level of individual cultivars. It is

assumed that, during evolution, plant species resistance was

overcome by individual phytopathogenic races or strains of a

given pathogen species through the acquisition of virulence

factors, which enabled them to either evade or suppress plant

defense mechanisms (8, 9, 14). In such cases, plants that

became host to such microbes were rendered susceptible to

microbial colonization and disease ensued (Fig. 1). However,

as a result of co-evolution to microbial pathogenicity factors,

individual cultivars of an otherwise susceptible plant species

have evolved resistance genes that specifically recognize

pathogen strain or pathogen race-specific factors and allow

the plant to resist infection by this particular pathogen strain/

race (11, 18, 19). This so-called pathogen-race/host plant

cultivar-specific resistance conforms to the gene-for-gene-

hypothesis and is genetically determined by complementary

pairs of pathogen-encoded avirulence (Avr) genes and plant

resistance (R) genes. Lack or non-functional products of either

gene results in disease. Most Avr proteins are considered

virulence factors required for the colonization of host plants,

which, upon recognition by resistant host plant cultivars, act

as ‘specific elicitors’ of plant defense and thereby trigger the

plant’s surveillance system (19, 20) (Fig. 1).

The spectrum of reactions elicited in plants undergoing

either type of resistance is complex but nevertheless strikingly

similar (9, 16, 17, 21–24). Plant defense mechanisms include

processes that result from transcriptional activation of

pathogenesis-related genes, such as the production of lytic

enzymes (chitinases, glucanases, and proteases) or anti-microbial

proteins (defensins), or anti-microbial secondary metabolites

(phytoalexins) (25). Other plant responses associated with

pathogen defense result from allosteric enzyme activation

initiating cell wall reinforcement by oxidative cross-linking

of cell wall components, apposition of callose and lignins,

and production of reactive oxygen intermediates (ROIs) (21,

22, 26, 27). Production of the latter is thought to be

directly toxic to microbial invaders, but ROI have also

been shown to catalyze oxidative cross-linking of the cell

wall at the site of attempted infection. In addition, more

recent findings strongly support a role of ROI in signaling

the onset of other defense responses such as production

of anti-microbial compounds. The most prominent plant

defense response is the frequently observed, highly local-

ized, hypersensitive cell death [hypersensitive response

(HR)] that is assumed to be conceptually and mechanistic-

ally similar to apoptotic (programed) cell death in animal

cells (28). However, as the molecular basis of plant cell

death is yet elusive, it is difficult to decide whether this

phenomenon resembles apoptotic-like or necrosis-like cell

death programs in animal cells.

General elicitors as pathogen-associated molecular

patterns

Elicitors of diverse chemical nature and from a variety of different

plant pathogenic microbes have been characterized and shown to

trigger defense responses in intact plants or cultured plant cells.

These elicitors include (poly)peptides, glycoproteins, lipids, and

oligosaccharides (a representative selection of such signals is

given in Table 1). While the first elicitors characterized were pre-

dominantly oligosaccharides (29), research over recent years has

revealed a multitude of viral, bacterial, or fungal (poly)peptides,

which trigger initiation of plant pathogen defense (23, 30).

Intriguingly, microbe-associated hydrolytic enzyme activities

have been shown to release elicitors of plant defense through

limited degradation of the plant cell wall. Thus, plants do not only

recognize and respond to exogenous pathogen-derived signals

but also to endogenous plant-derived structures (24).

The tremendous structural diversity of elicitors suggests that

plants have evolved an enormous arsenal of perception systems

for microbe-derived structures. However, for a long time it

remained less understood what the physiological significance

of such recognition events would be (8, 12). This lack was

mainly because host plant cultivar-specific resistance appeared

not to be determined by the recognition of such signals

(determined by race or strain-specific avirulence factors). In

addition, it was shown that even susceptible plants would

mount a (insufficient) defense response upon recognition of

such signals. In recent years, innate immunity has become a

thoroughly studied phenomenon in humans, mice, and

insects, and it was shown that its molecular basis shows

remarkable evolutionary conservation across kingdom borders

(1–3, 6, 13, 31). Thus, a better understanding of why plants

(in a non cultivar-specific manner) may recognize antigenic

epitopes on microbial surfaces may now be provided by a

comparative analysis of animal and plant innate immunity.

In 1997, Medzhitov and Janeway (4) coined a set of defin-

itions to formalize the description of the components of the
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mammalian innate immune system. In their model, pathogen-

derived molecules are referred to as pathogen-associated

molecular patterns (PAMPs), which bind to pattern recogni-

tion receptors and thereby trigger the expression of immune

response genes and the production of anti-microbial com-

pounds (1, 5, 6, 13, 32). In contrast to what the term sug-

gests, these invariant structures are not unique to pathogens

and are produced by many microorganisms, pathogenic or

not. In addition, PAMPs are unique to microbes, are not

produced by (potential) hosts, and appear to be indispensable

for microbial fitness (1, 5, 6, 13).

PAMPs that trigger innate immune responses in various

vertebrate and non-vertebrate organisms include the lipopoly-

saccharide (LPS) fraction of Gram-negative bacteria, peptido-

glycans from Gram-positive bacteria, eubacterial flagellin,

methylated bacterial DNA fragments and fungal cell wall-

derived glucans, chitins, mannans, and proteins (1, 13, 31).

Intriguingly, many of these molecules have long been known

to act as general elicitors of defense responses in a multitude of

plant species (8, 23, 24, 29) (Table 1). For example, various

structural elements of LPS from Gram-negative bacteria are

potent inducers of plant defense reactions (33–36). Moreover,

flg22, a highly conserved N-terminal fragment of flagellin and

the main building block of eubacterial flagellae, triggers plant

defense-associated reactions in plants as diverse as Arabidopsis

and tomato (37). These findings are very important, as they

strongly suggest that plants have acquired and maintained the

ability to recognize microbe-associated patterns (both LPS and

flagellin decorate Gram-negative bacteria). More importantly,

it appears that they also recognize patterns similar to those

reported to activate innate defense mechanisms in mammals

and Drosophila. However, such similarities may not extend to

the minimum structural requirements for elicitor activity in

both plants and animals, as has recently been evidenced by the

finding that the flg22 element is dispensable for Toll-like

receptor 5 (TLR5)-mediated interleukin-8 (IL-8) release in

human cells treated with an entero-aggregative Escherichia coli-

derived flagellin mutant protein (38). Thus, recognition sys-

tems for flagellin, although likely to be an evolutionarily ancient

principle, may have arisen independently from each other in the

two lineages, possibly as a result of convergent evolution.

Nonself recognition capacities vary considerably even

between monocot and dicot plants, as illustrated by the appar-

ent insensitivity of rice cells to the bacterial flagellin fragment

flg22 (37, 39). Nevertheless, rice cells appear to possess the

ability to recognize bacterial flagellins, but the structural prop-

erties of the defense-eliciting ‘epitope’ is likely to differ from

flg22 (39). Similarly, a Phytophthora cell wall-derived

hepta-b-glucoside, which is an elicitor of anti-microbial

phytoalexin production in soybean, did not trigger defense

responses in rice or tobacco (40–42). Conversely, a tetra-

glucosyl glucitol derived from the cell wall of the fungus

Pyricularia oryzae triggered plant defense in rice but not in

soybean (42).

Unifying features of PAMPs are their highly conserved struc-

tures, their functional importance for and their presence in

various microorganisms, and their apparent absence in potential

host organisms. Do general elicitors of non-cultivar-specific

plant defense responses display such characteristics? Our recent

studies revealed that Pep-13 (43), a surface-exposed peptide

sequence present within a cell wall transglutaminase, can serve

as a recognition determinant for the activation of plant defense

in parsley and potato during interactions with Phytophthora spe-

cies (44). Pep-13 sequences were found to be highly conserved

among 10 Phytophthora species analyzed, but they were virtually

absent in plant sequences. In addition, mutational analysis

within the Pep-13 sequence identified amino acid residues

indispensable for both transglutaminase activity and the acti-

vation of plant defense responses. This finding suggests that plants

recognize PAMPs with characteristics identical to those triggering

innate defense in humans and Drosophila. Activation of plant

defense upon recognition of pathogen-associated structures that

are not subject to frequent mutation is likely to provide a fitness

penalty to the pathogen. This outcome, however, remains to be

confirmed experimentally by inactivation of the transglutaminase

gene in Phytophthora.

In a similar study, Felix and Boller (45) described a cold-

shock-inducible RNA-binding protein from various gram-

positive bacteria (RNP-1) that induced innate immune

responses in tobacco. Within RNP-1, a central region was

defined that was conserved among all RNP-1 orthologs tested

from various bacteria. Intriguingly, this region was also found

to be indispensable not only for the RNA-binding activity of

the protein but also found to be necessary and sufficient for its

defense-inducing capacity. Like Pep-13 and RNP-1, fungal

chitin, oomycete glucans, and bacterial flagellin all represent

microbe-specific structures expected to be indispensable for the

microbial host, and they should thus be considered PAMPs.

Plant cells encounter a variety of these signals when inter-

acting with microorganisms in vivo, and recognition of com-

plex pathogen-associated molecular patterns is likely to

determine the efficiency of inducible innate defense mechan-

isms. For example, the cell walls of many phytopathogenic

fungi harbor chitins, N-mannosylated glycopeptides and

ergosterol, all of which have been reported to trigger

plant defense responses (46–48). Various phytopathogenic

Nürnberger et al � Plant innate immunity
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Gram-negative bacteria harbor plant defense-stimulating LPS

and flagellin and produce harpins (bacterial effector proteins

that may function as pathogenicity factors during bacterial

infection of plants) upon contact with plants (33–37, 49–51).

Moreover, phytopathogenic oomycetes of the genera Phy-

tophthora and Pythium were shown to possess defense-eliciting

heptaglucan structures, elicitins, and other cell wall proteins

(15, 41, 52–56). Although not all plant species may recognize

and respond to all of these signals, plant cells have recognition

systems for multiple signals derived from individual microbial

species. This is exemplified by tobacco and Arabidopsis cells,

which recognize Pseudomonas syringae-derived harpins and flagel-

lin (37, 49, 57, 58), while tomato cells were shown to

perceive fungal chitin fragments, glycopeptides, and ergos-

terol (23, 48). Taken together, complex pattern recognition

by plants is yet another phenomenon reminiscent of the acti-

vation of innate defense responses in animals. For example,

innate immune responses in humans are activated by Gram-

negative bacteria-derived LPS, flagellin, and unmethylated CpG

dinucleotides, which are characteristic of bacterial DNA

(1, 5, 6). It is currently an open question whether recognition

of multiple signals derived from one pathogen may mediate

more sensitive perception or, alternatively, whether redundant

recognition systems may act as independent backup systems in

the same or different tissues. However, it was shown recently

that muramyl dipeptide and peptidoglycans from gram-

positive bacteria act synergistically on inflammatory cytokine

production in mononuclear macrophages, when added simul-

taneously with Gram-negative bacteria-derived LPS (59).

While this study aimed at showing that over-stimulation of

the innate immune system might be the reason for the high

mortality rate for patients with mixed bacterial infections, it is

also conceivable that, for example, activation of the TLR4

pathway by LPS and concomitant initiation of the flagellin-

induced TLR5 pathway in human cells might potentiate the

innate immune response to the favor of the host. To study such

synergistic phenomena on the activation of plant innate

immune responses, we have added LPS and harpin to cultured

parsley cells (our unpublished data). When added individually

at low concentrations, both PAMPs hardly triggered any pro-

duction of anti-microbial phytoalexins. However, when added

simultaneously at the same concentrations, at least an additive

effect on phytoalexin production could be monitored. Intri-

guingly, early activation of a mitogen-activated protein kinase

(MAPK) cascade (as a potential part of the signaling cascade)

showed the same increase, suggesting that amplification of

output responses might be due to enhanced activation of

signaling pathways (our unpublished data).

PAMP recognition in animals and plants

The crucial sensory function for PAMPs is assigned to pattern

recognition receptors that distinguish self from conserved

microbial structures shared by different pathogens (1, 13,

31). Drosophila Toll and mammalian TLRs have been identified

that recognize PAMPs through an extracellular leucine-rich

repeat (LRR) domain and transduce the PAMP signal through

a cytoplasmic TIR domain (Drosophila Toll and human IL-1

receptor) (5, 6). For example, the mammalian innate immune

response to Gram-negative bacteria is triggered through TLR4

(binds LPS), TLR5 (flagellin), and TLR9 (bacterial CpG) (5, 6).

As shown recently, the repertoire for pattern recognition

(number of recognized PAMPs) can be significantly enhanced

through cooperation between different TLRs (60). TLRs are

often found in molecular complexes comprising soluble

ligand-binding sites and various accessory, membrane-

attached or transmembrane proteins (5, 6) (Fig. 2). LPS, for

example, is bound by a soluble LPS-binding protein (LBP)

before recruitment into a complex comprising soluble MD-2,

membrane attached CD14, and the transmembrane protein

TLR4. Likewise, recognition of Gram-positive bacteria-derived

peptidoglycans by Drosophila Toll involves a circulating pepti-

doglycan recognition protein (61). Interestingly, multicom-

ponent complexes appear to be also involved in PAMP

perception by plants (see below). Another key feature of

PAMP recognition in plants appears to be the exclusive local-

ization of their receptors in the plasma membrane. To date,

there is no case reported on intracellular recognition of PAMPs

in plants. This property is certainly another difference from

animal cells, in which activation of innate immune responses

may also result from intracellular PAMP recognition by, for

example, nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain (NOD)

proteins (31).

Binding proteins for general elicitors of plant defense have

been kinetically and biochemically characterized, but isolation

and cloning of the encoding genes is notoriously difficult (17,

24). However, purification of a 75-kDa soybean plasma

membrane protein and expression of the encoding gene con-

ferred recognition in tomato of hepta-b-glucan fragments,

which bind to and elicit phytoalexin production in various

Fabaceae species (41, 53). Absence of recognizable functional

domains for transmembrane signaling within the heptaglucan-

binding protein and detection of multiple labeled proteins in

photoaffinity experiments suggest that this protein may

form part of a multicomponent recognition complex (41).

Similarly, chemical cross-linking experiments conducted with

Pep-13 and parsley membranes detected two protein species
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(100- and 135-kDa) as putative binding proteins. However,

as the 100-kDa protein bound Pep-13 in the absence of the

135-kDa protein, their functional interrelationship remains to

be elucidated (62, 63). The elicitin receptor represents another

example for complex formation implicated in PAMP percep-

tion by plants. Elicitins, which constitute a molecular pattern

associated with various Phytophthora and Pythium species (15,

64), trigger plant defense in tobacco upon binding to a recep-

tor complex comprising N-glycoproteins of 162 and 50 kDa

(65). High-affinity binding sites for elicitins were also

reported from Arabidopsis and Acer pseudoplatanus cells. Elicitins

possess the ability to bind sterols, suggesting that the function

of these proteins during plant infection is to provide the

oomycete with essential lipids (66). Recently, it was shown

that sterol–elicitin complexes bind more efficiently to the

elicitin receptor than elicitins alone, and it was proposed that

sterol loading by elicitins might precede binding of the elici-

tin/sterol complex to the plant receptor (67). Apparently, the

elicitin receptor ‘guards’ against pathogens that use elicitins

to manipulate plant sterol homeostasis. Thus, the ‘guard

hypothesis’ (9, 19, 68, 69) provided to describe AVR/R

protein interactions (see below) might also explain patho-

gen recognition processes mediating the activation of non-

cultivar-specific plant defense.

Fungal chitin perception is widespread among plant species

(23, 70, 71). A chitinase-related receptor-like kinase

(CHRK1), exhibiting autophosphorylation activity but no

chitinase activity, was identified in tobacco plasma membranes

(72). However, binding of chitin fragments to CHRK1 has yet to

be shown. As CHRK1-encoding transcripts accumulated strongly

upon pathogen infection, it is conceivable that CHRK1 might

function as a surface receptor for fungus-derived chitin

fragments.

Our understanding of PAMP recognition in plants has sig-

nificantly profited from recent findings made by the Boller lab.

This group has provided ample evidence that parallels

between innate immune systems in plants, animals, and

insects extend beyond the nature of the PAMPs recognized

and similarities might also be seen in the corresponding per-

ception complexes. The N-terminal fragment of eubacterial

flagellin flg22 (37) was used to screen an EMS-mutagenized

population of A. thaliana ecotype La-er for flagellin-insensitive

plants (73). This screen provided two independent mutations,

which mapped to a single gene (FLS2) encoding a putative

transmembrane receptor kinase with an extracellular LRR

domain [LRR-receptor-like kinase (LRR-RLK)] (Fig. 2). A

close correlation between the flagellin sensitivity of different

ecotypes and FLS2 mutants and the presence of flagellin-binding

sites in Arabidopsis membranes strongly suggests that FLS2 is

part of the flagellin perception complex (58, 73, 74). Strik-

ingly, this protein shares a similarly modular structure with

Drosophila Toll and human TLRs (5, 73) (Fig. 2). Although the

extracellular LRR domains of FLS2 (responsible for flagellin

sensing in Arabidopsis) and TLR5 (responsible for flagellin sen-

sing in various animal systems) do not share much sequence

similarity (73, 75), it is obvious that, during evolution, the

same biochemical modules (LRR) were selected for PAMP

recognition in the animal and plant lineages. The absence of

sequence similarity might further suggest that both proteins

arose independently as a result of convergent evolution. This

Fig. 2. Conservation of signaling pathways mediating the activation
of innate immunity in insects, mammals, and plants. Toll, Toll-like
receptor 4 (TLR4), TLR5, FLS2, and the plant R genes Cf9 and Xa21
exemplify transmembrane receptors for the recognition of pathogen-
associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) [lipopolysaccharide (LPS) and
flagellin] or Avr signals. The LPS envelope of Gram-negative bacteria
stimulates innate immunity in mammals. Upon recognition by
LPS-binding protein, a complex with leucine-rich repeat (LRR) proteins
CD14 and TLR4 (which contains a cytoplasmic TIR domain) is formed.
Flagellin perception in mammals is mediated by TLR5. In Drosophila,
peptidoglycans from Gram-positive bacteria initiate a proteolytic
cascade, upon which Spätzle, a proteinaceous ligand for Toll, is
generated. Toll/TLRs interact via adapter proteins like (d) MyD88
(myeloid differentiation factor) or Tube with the serine/threonine
kinases Pelle/IRAK that share homology with the kinase domains of
receptor-like kinases from plants, such as FLS2 and Xa21. Subsequently,
a series of protein kinases, including mitogen-activated protein
kinases (MAPKs), mediate activation of transcription factors [nuclear
factor-kB (NF-kB) or Dif/Dorsal] through inactivation of the repressor
proteins inhibitor of NF-kB (IkB) or Cactus and expression of immune
response genes. In plants, various LRR-type proteins with similarity

to CD14/TLR/Toll appear to be involved in pathogen defense
activation. Avr9, which is structurally similar to Spätzle, is recognized
by a high-affinity binding site in tomato. This complex interacts
directly or indirectly with Cf9 and activates at least two MAPKs.
Arabidopsis FLS2 and rice Xa21 are likely to transduce the pathogen
signal through their cytoplasmic protein kinase domain. Flg22 directly
binds to FLS2 and activates MAPKs, AtMPK3, and AtMPK6.
Translocation of PAMP-activated plant MAPK into the nucleus has been
demonstrated, where these enzymes are likely to contribute to the
activation of transcription factors of the WRKY type. Intracellular
recognition of pathogen-derived molecules takes place in plants as
well as in mammals. Intracellular recognition of LPS in mammals is
mediated by the NBS-LRR receptors, NOD1/2, while intracellular
PAMP recognition in plant cells has not been observed so far. However,
intercellular plant R proteins recognizing Avr signals confer pathogen
race/plant cultivar-specific immunity to viral (N and Rx), bacterial
(RPS4, RPM1, and RPS2), oomycete (RPP5), or fungal pathogens (L6),
and the R proteins are composed of NBS-LRR as well. NOD1/2 possess
an additional CARD domain, while plant intracellular NBS-LRR proteins
are linked to CC or TIR domains. More detailed information and
references can be found in the text.
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view is further supported by the fact that both receptors

apparently recognize different structures of flagellin (see

above) (37, 38). A structural (but not conceptual) difference

between FLS2 and TLR5 concerns the intracellular-signaling

domain of the receptor proteins. FLS2 harbors a cytoplasmic

kinase domain, of which phosphorylating activity is crucial to

flagellin sensitivity (73, 76), while TLR5 carries an intra-

cellular TIR domain that is indirectly associated with the

IL-1-receptor-associated kinase (IRAK) via the adapter protein

MyD88 (75) (Fig. 2). Given that animals possess only 10

different TLR receptors to recognize a plethora of PAMPs

(5, 6), it seems plausible to assume that different adapter

proteins (in addition to receptor heterodimerization) may

enhance the signal perception capacity and signal transduction

specificity of these cells. In contrast, plants harbor as many as

235 LRR-RLK (77), which might allow the plant to recognize

a large number of PAMPs and to maintain signal specificity in

the absence of adapter proteins. It should be noted, however,

that the elucidation of PAMP receptor complexes in plants is

still in its infancy and that the discovery of further similarities

(for example, identification of adapter proteins) as well as

differences in the molecular architecture of plant and animal

innate immune systems can be anticipated.

Pathogen recognition in host cultivar-specific resistance

During evolution, plant species resistance was overcome by

phytopathogens through the acquisition of virulence factors,

which enabled them to interfere with plant defense mechan-

isms. Such newly evolved pathogen race-specific virulence

factors have driven the co-evolution of plant resistance genes

and thus development of phylogenetically more recent patho-

gen race/plant cultivar-specific disease resistance (9–11, 18,

19, 68, 69). Genetically, plant cultivar-specific disease resist-

ance is determined by pathogen-derived Avr genes and plant-

derived R genes (see above). Table 2 lists a selected set of Avr/R

gene pairs from various plant–microbe interactions including

viruses, bacteria, fungi, and oomycetes. Avr proteins are con-

sidered factors that contribute to host infection, although the

biochemical function of most Avr proteins is unknown. How-

ever, in those cases when AVR factors are recognized by

resistant host plant cultivars through interaction with their

complementary R gene-encoded protein counterparts, they

act as specific elicitors of plant defense rather than virulence

or pathogenicity factors.

An interesting aspect of Avr recognition in resistant host

plant cultivars concerns the site of interaction between Avr and

R proteins. Gram-negative phytopathogenic bacteria utilize an

evolutionarily conserved type III secretion system to export

and deliver effector proteins including Avr proteins into the

cytosol of host plant cells (19, 20). Bacterial pilus structures

unique to phytopathogenic bacteria might facilitate passage of

effector proteins across the plant cell wall (20). Immunocyto-

chemical analyses have visualized type III effector proteins of

Erwinia amylovora and P. syringae pv. tomato to be associated with

these pili, suggesting that these structures guide the transport

of effector proteins outside the bacterial cell (78). Although

direct evidence for their translocation across the plant plasma

Table 2. Architectural classification of representative plant R genes

Plant species Plant R gene Structure Localization in planta Pathogen Matching pathogen gene Reference

Tomato (141) Pto I Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato AvrPto (141)
Arabidopsis (142) RPW8 I Erysiphe spp. Avr RPW8 (142)
Arabidopsis (143) RPM1 I P. syringae pv. maculicola AvrRpm1, avrB (143)
Arabidopsis (144) RPP8 I Peronospora parasitica AvrRpp8 (144)
Arabidopsis (145, 146) RPS2 I P. syringae pv. tomato AvrRpt2 (145, 146)
Arabidopsis (147) RPS5 I P. syringae pv. tomato AvrPphB (147)
Potato (148) Rx I Potato virus X Viral coat protein (148)
Barley (149) Mla6 I Blumeria graminis Avr-Ml6 (149)
Rice (83) Pi-ta I Magnaporthe grisea AvrPita (83)
Arabidopsis (150) RPP5 I P. parasitica AvrRPP5 (150)
Arabidopsis (151) RPS4 I P. syringae pv. pisi AvrRps4 (151)
Flax (152) L6 I Melampsora lini AvrL6 (152)
Flax (153) M I M. lini AvrM (153)
Tobacco (154) N I Tobacco mosaic virus Replicase (154)
Tomato (155) Cf-2 E(TM) Cladosporium fulvum Avr2 (155)
Tomato (156) Cf-4 E(TM) C. fulvum Avr4 (156)
Tomato (157) Cf-5 E(TM) C. fulvum Avr5 (157)
Tomato (88) Cf-9 E(TM) C. fulvum Avr9 (88)
Rice Xa21 E(TM) Xanthomonas oryzae pv. oryzae AvrXa21 (90)

The predicted intracellular localization of the protein is also indicated {intracellular (I) or extracellular/transmembrane [E(TM)]}.
, protein kinase domain; , leucine-zipper/coil-coil domain; , transmembrane region; , nucleotide-binding site; , toll/interleukin-1 receptor; ,

leucine-rich repeat region.
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membrane is still lacking, bacterial Avr proteins confer cultivar-

specific resistance when produced in planta (10, 19, 20). For

some Avr proteins (P. syringae AvrRPM1, AvrB, and AvrPto),

targeting to the plasma membrane subsequent to injection into

the plant cytosol was shown (79, 80). Consensus myristoyla-

tion sites within these Avr proteins provide substrates for

this eukaryote-specific post-translational modification, which

subsequently facilitates favorable subcellular compartmenta-

tion of the injected effector molecules.

In contrast, phytopathogenic fungi secrete a number of Avr

proteins, which activate cultivar-specific resistance responses

in plant cultivars expressing the matching R gene. The causal

agent of tomato leaf mold, Cladosporium fulvum, produces a

28-mer polypeptide, AVR9, which triggers hypersensitive

cell death in tomato plants carrying the Cf-9 resistance gene

(18, 68, 69). Potato virus X-based expression of the AVR9-

encoding cDNA or infiltration of AVR9 into Cf-9 tomato

cultivars results in HR-associated resistance, suggesting that

recognition of the AVR protein occurs at the tomato plasma

membrane (81, 82). However, AvrPita from the rice blast

fungus, Magnaporthe grisea, was shown to interact in vitro with

the matching R gene product Pi-ta, a predicted cytoplasmic rice

protein (83). This finding would suggest direct introduction

of a fungal effector protein into the plant cell cytoplasm by a

yet unknown secretion/translocation mechanism.

The simplest biochemical interpretation of the gene-for-

gene hypothesis implies a receptor/ligand-like interaction

between plant R gene products and the corresponding patho-

gen-derived AVR gene products. Direct interaction between

AVR proteins and R proteins was indeed demonstrated

(10, 83). However, isolation and functional characterization

of numerous plant R genes conferring resistance to a variety of

phytopathogenic viruses, bacteria, oomycetes, fungi, nema-

todes, and insects suggest that the situation is likely to be

more complex in many plant–pathogen interactions (9–11,

68, 69). Several studies have provided evidence that R proteins

constitute components of larger signal perception complexes,

but these proteins may not necessarily bind directly to their

matching AVR proteins (11, 68, 84–86). These studies have

led to the guard hypothesis which predicts that AVR proteins

act as virulence factors that contact their cognate pathogenicity

targets in host plants or even non-host plants but function only

as elicitors of cultivar-specific plant resistance when the com-

plementary R protein is recruited into a functional signal

perception complex (9–11, 19, 68, 69). Thus, the role of

the R protein is to monitor (guard) AVR-mediated perturbance

of cellular functions. A prime example is the Arabidopsis RPM1

gene that confers resistance against P. syringae strains expressing

the type III effectors, AvrRpm1, or AvrB. It was shown that

RPM1 guards the plant against pathogens that manipulate

RIN4 (the pathogenicity target in the plant) via AvrRpm1 or

AvrB (bacterial virulence factors) in order to suppress host

defenses (85). Furthermore, evidence is provided that RIN4

acts as a negative regulator of basal plant defense, a type of

defense that may be triggered upon PAMP recognition. Intri-

guingly, RIN4 appears also to be the target for another

P. syringae pv. tomato-derived AVR protein, AvrRpt2 (84). How-

ever, in contrast to the above situation, AvrRpt2 does not

assemble with RIN4 and RPM1 but with RIN4 and its cognate

R protein RPS2, which confers resistance against bacterial

strains expressing AvrRpt2 but not AvrRpm1 or AvrB. Another

example that nicely illustrates the complexity as well as the

variability in Avr recognition by plants is Arabidopsis plants

infected with P. syringae strains expressing the bacterial effector

AvrPphB. Recognition of this effector does not only require the

NBS-LRR-R protein RPS5 but also the plant protein kinase

PBS1. AvrPphB was found recently to proteolytically cleave

PBS1, and this cleavage was required for RPS5-mediated resist-

ance, indicating that AvrPphB is detected indirectly via its

enzymatic activity (87). Again, interference of bacterial effec-

tor proteins with plant cellular functions is monitored by an R

protein and translated into a plant immune response.

The predominant structural motifs found in R proteins are

coiled-coil [(CC), leucine zipper] domains and LRR, both of

which suggest a role in protein–protein interaction (Table 2,

Fig. 2) (11, 18, 19). In addition, virtually all of these proteins

harbor a nucleotide-binding site (CC-NBS-LRR). A second,

widely found subset of plant R genes comprises a TIR domain

in conjunction with a nucleotide-binding site and an LRR

domain (TIR-NBS-LRR) (11, 18, 19). Intriguingly, these

structures are reminiscent of the architecture of PAMP percep-

tion modules in animal cells (1, 2, 5, 6, 13, 31). For example,

intracellular NBS-LRR proteins carrying a caspase recruitment

domain (NOD1 and NOD2) are implicated in intracellular

PAMP sensing in animals (31), while NBS-LRR proteins

fused to TIR domains mediate intracellular Avr perception in

resistant host plant cultivars (9, 18, 19).

R proteins resembling either CD14 (a membrane-anchored

protein involved in TLR4-mediated LPS perception in humans)

or TLR have been reported from plants. For example, the

tomato Cf-9 resistance gene encodes a plasma membrane-

anchored glycoprotein with an extracellular LRR and a small

cytoplasmic domain without apparent function in downstream

signaling (88). Cf-9 mediates tomato cultivar-specific recogni-

tion of Avr9, a race-specific elicitor from C. fulvum. However,

both susceptible and resistant cultivars of tomato as well as
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other solanaceous plants harbor a high-affinity binding site

for Avr9. Hence, the Cf-9 protein is unlikely to be the Avr9

receptor, and consistently, comprehensive biochemical ana-

lyses failed to demonstrate a physical interaction of the two

proteins (86, 89). Although the mechanism and the nature of

the transmembrane-signaling protein remain to be elucidated,

it is likely that Cf-9 functions in conjunction with the high-

affinity binding site to mediate Avr9 recognition and acti-

vation of Avr9-specific immune responses. This function is

reminiscent of the extracellular perception of LPS in human

immune cells, which requires binding of LPS to a soluble LBP,

and, subsequently, complex formation with CD14 and TLR4

(Fig. 2).

The LRR receptor kinase Xa21 from rice, which confers

cultivar-specific resistance to Xanthomonas oryzae pv. oryzae strains

expressing AvrXa21 (90), exemplifies R proteins that resemble

human TLR receptors (Table 2, Fig. 2). Its modular organization

resembles closely the flagellin receptor FLS2 from Arabidopsis

(73), which suggests (i) that plants use the same molecular

modules to sense PAMPs as well as pathogen race-specific Avr

factors and (ii) that the evolution of R genes may have taken

advantage of ancient receptor molecules in order to evolve new

recognition specificities.

Intracellular signal transduction in plant innate immunity

Signal transduction cascades link recognition and defense

responses through second messengers conserved among

most eukaryotes. In plants, no major differences in signaling

mechanisms have been observed upon perception of race-

cultivar-specific or general elicitors (PAMPs) (17, 22). How-

ever, individual recognition events appear to dictate specific

signaling routes that employ a distinct set of secondary

messengers and activate a characteristic portion of the complex

defense machinery. Changes in cytoplasmic Ca2þ levels, the

production of reactive oxygen species and nitric oxide (NO) as

well as the post-translational activation of MAPK cascades are

commonly reported to signal the activation of innate immune

responses in plants (17, 91). Intriguingly, most of these com-

ponents have also been described to be of central importance

to PAMP-induced activation of innate immune responses in

animal cells (92).

Plasma membrane-located plant Ca2þ channels were shown

to be responsive to the oomycete elicitor Pep-13 (93) and

to race-specific elicitors from C. fulvum (94). Moreover, PAMP-

induced influx of extracellular calcium causes transient eleva-

tion of cytosolic Ca2þ levels (95–97). Amplitude and duration

of these defense-related Ca2þ transients vary, but prolonged

modest increases of cytosolic Ca2þ levels rather than spikes

of large intensity or oscillations appear to be essential for

elicitation of innate defense responses in plants. Elevated levels

of cytoplasmic calcium are crucial signal transduction com-

ponents in animal innate immunity as well. A major difference

to plant systems appears to be that such increases in animal

cells are mostly due to inositol-3-phosphate or ryanodine

receptor-mediated release of calcium from internal stores

(98). However, while pharmacological evidence is provided

for the requirement of Ca2þ influx from the extracellular space

in plant cells, the participation of internal stores in elevating

cytosolic Ca2þ levels can not be ruled out (95–97, 99).

The production of ROIs is an important early component of

innate immunity in animals and plants (17). Extracellular

generation of ROI during the oxidative burst of plants depends

on transient increases of cytosolic Ca2þ levels (96) and appears

to be mechanistically similar to the respiratory burst of human

phagocytes, which is catalyzed by an NADPH oxidase protein

complex (17). Plants harbor a family of genes with significant

homology to the human gene encoding the catalytic subunit,

gp91, of the NADPH oxidase complex (100–102). Inacti-

vation of the gene-encoding tobacco plasma membrane-

localized NADPH oxidase, NtRbohD, abrogated the oxidative

burst response of these plants upon treatment with the

P. cryptogea-derived elicitin, cryptogein (103). Accordingly,

inactivation of the two major leaf NADPH oxidases of

A. thaliana diminished ROI production in response to the

oomycete Peronospora parasitica (100), thus linking plant gp91

orthologs to PAMP and pathogen-induced ROI production.

The small guanosine triphosphate-binding protein Rac2 is a

component of the functional human respiratory burst oxidase

complex (104). Transgenic rice plants and cultured cells

expressing a constitutively active derivative of OsRac1, a

Rac2 ortholog, produced elevated ROI and phytoalexin levels,

developed symptoms of programed cell death, and showed

increased resistance to M. grisea (105, 106). Consistently,

expression of a dominant negative OsRac1 derivative sup-

pressed PAMP-induced ROI production and pathogen-induced

cell death in transgenic rice (106). These findings suggest that

animal and plant NADPH oxidases are functionally equivalent

and, despite differences in their molecular assembly, serve

similar physiological roles in innate immunity.

Nitric oxide is an essential factor for the activation of innate

immune responses in humans as well as in insects (5). The

same molecule was found to be produced upon treatment

of plants with PAMPs as well as upon pathogen infection,

suggesting that it may be important for the activation of innate
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defense mechanisms (107–109). There is no plant homolog of

the human NO synthase. However, human NO synthase inhibi-

tors block infection- and elicitor-stimulated NO production,

cell death, and defense gene activation in plants (107, 108).

Very recently, Klessig and colleagues (110) reported the bio-

chemical purification of a tobacco nitric oxide synthase (NOS)

in which enzymatic activity is activated upon pathogen infec-

tion [inducible NOS (iNOS)]. iNOS does not exhibit signifi-

cant sequence similarity with animal NOS but does share with

these enzymes various biochemical and kinetic properties, such

as inhibitor sensitivities, cofactor requirements, substrate

specificities, and specific enzyme activities. Plant iNOS, which

rather resembles the P protein subunit of plant glycine

decarboxylases, shares with their animal counterparts only a

few but not all critical motifs associated with NO production,

suggesting that it uses very different chemistry for NO synthesis.

Mitogen-activated protein kinases constitute central points of

cross-talk in stress signaling in plants including the protection

against microbial invasion (17, 92, 111). As MAPKs also fulfill

important regulatory functions during the initiation of innate

immune responses in animal cells (93, 112), these elements add

to the growing list of parallels in the molecular organization of

innate immunity in both the plant and animal kingdoms (Fig. 2).

The A. thaliana genome harbors 20 MAPKs that are activated by a

maximum of 10 MAPK kinases (MAPKK), which themselves are

under the regulatory control of approximately 60 MAPKK

kinases (113). Various fungi or bacteria-derived PAMPs as

well as intact phytopathogenic microbial organisms (tobacco

mosaic virus) have been shown to activate at the post-translational

level MAPK enzyme activities in a transient manner. In

particular, MAPKs of the Arabidopsis MPK3 and MPK6 type

(114–119) appear to be (non-exclusively) responsive to

PAMP treatment or infection. In PAMP-treated parsley cells,

at least one of the activated MAPKs translocates to the

nucleus (117) where it is involved in oxidative burst-

independent activation of immune response (pathogenesis

related) gene expression (118) that had previously been

shown to be regulated by WRKY transcription factors

(120). Similarly, using an Arabidopsis protoplast transient

expression system, Sheen and colleagues (121) identified a

complete flagellin-induced MAPK cascade and WRKY trans-

cription factors acting downstream of FLS2 and described

a role of MAPK in activating early immune response gene

transcription (Fig. 2). Causal links between MAPK activation,

defense gene activation, and the initiation of programed cell

death were further suggested by a set of loss and gain-of-

function experiments performed in tobacco or Arabidopsis, respect-

ively (111, 122, 123). The most convincing demonstration that

MAPK activity is crucial to plant disease resistance (as opposed to

the activation of individual facets of a complex defense response

pattern) was provided by virus-induced gene silencing of the

pathogen-inducible orthologs of Arabidopsis MPK3 or MPK6 in

Nicotiana benthamiana (124). These transgenic plants showed

severely reduced resistance to the bacterial pathogen P. cichorii.

Taken together, calcium levels, ROI, NO, and MAPK

cascades are elements of signaling cascades mediating the

expression of innate immune responses in both plants and

animals. While this similarity is certainly striking and high-

lights the evolutionary conservation of eukaryotic signaling

pathways, it should be kept in mind that functionally similar

modules implicated in similar physiological backgrounds

(innate immunity, for example) may not necessarily be indi-

cative of a high conservation of complex signaling networks in

different eukaryotic systems in general. Kingdom or species-

specific differences must be expected with respect to signal-

response coupling pathways as well.

PAMP-induced plant defense and plant species resistance/

immunity

It is very tempting to speculate that activation of plant innate

immune responses is a consequence of PAMP recognition events

and that the antigenic potential of multiple microbe-associated

general elicitors (PAMPs) in conjunction with plant pattern

recognition receptors provide the basis for the evolutionarily

ancient but durable innate immunity of entire plant species

(species resistance). In various animal systems, PAMP-mediated

activation of innate immune responses has been shown to

prevent disease progression (61, 125). In addition, a functional

innate immune system appears to be essential for the establish-

ment of an efficient adaptive immune response (6, 13). In

plants, a causal link between PAMP-induced innate defense

and disease resistance has yet to be established (7, 8). As of

today, such a relationship is based upon correlative data rather

than causal (genetic) evidence. For example, the crucial ques-

tion as to whether PAMPs or general elicitors also exhibit their

proven defense-eliciting activity in natural encounters between

plants and would-be pathogens has yet to be answered. It

should be kept in mind, however, that stability of species

resistance is likely the result of multiple, intertwined layers of

resistance activated upon recognition of multiple, microbe-

associated signals (14–16). Therefore, impairment of individual

recognition events may not change substantially the interaction

between non-host plants and microbial invaders and thus may

render it difficult to genetically dissect this predominant type of

plant disease resistance.
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As presented above, a comprehensive arsenal of structurally

diverse surface components derived from various microorgan-

isms, phytopathogenic or not, were shown to activate plant

innate defense responses in cultured plant cell lines or upon

infiltration into leaf tissue. A question much more difficult to

answer concerns the fact whether PAMP-mediated activation of

plant defense responses may indeed occur in natural plant–

microbe encounters. To address this question, we have com-

pared the ability of various wildtype bacteria and mutant strains

to activate a plant defense response termed systemic acquired

resistance (SAR). SAR is induced upon a primary local contact

between a plant and a non-devastating microbial pathogen, and

it confers systemic (throughout the plant) immunity to a broad

spectrum of pathogens (126). The primary infection is believed

to induce a long-lasting alert state throughout the plant, which

enables the plant to react against subsequent infections by

various pathogens with a more rapid, robust immune response.

This phenomenon is not equivalent to animal adaptive immun-

ity, which, although durable as well, is very pathogen specific.

Our studies revealed that pre-treatment (immunization) with

LPS rendered Arabidopsis plants more resistant against subsequent

infections with virulent strains of E. carotovora when compared to

control plants pre-treated with buffer (Tiina Palomäki, Tapio

Palva, our unpublished data). This finding suggests that single

PAMPs indeed induce a physiological resistance state in plants

and not only individual defense responses of an otherwise

complex disease resistance response. As infiltration of PAMPs

into plants may not necessarily mimic the natural signal

exchange in plant–microbe interactions, we also tested whether

bacteria that lacked a functional type III secretion system

[required for pathogenicity and delivery of Avr factors mediat-

ing plant defense activation in individual resistant cultivars of an

otherwise susceptible plant species (20)] would also trigger

SAR. As such bacteria could not deliver any Avr factors, acti-

vation of SAR should then be most likely due to recognition of

surface-derived PAMPs, such as LPS or flagellin. Indeed, our

studies provided evidence that such bacteria produced a SAR

phenotype indistinguishable to that produced by intact, non-

devastating (avirulent) bacteria. This evidence supports the view

that microbe-derived PAMPs do induce physiologically relevant

resistance responses that are beneficial to plants.

The two faces of plant innate immunity: the proposed

evolutionary relationship between plant species

resistance and plant cultivar-specific host resistance

There is intriguing recent evidence that phytopathogenic bac-

teria have evolved virulence factors that appear to be designed

to interfere with PAMP-induced defense responses. For example,

P. syringae pathovars harbor effector proteins that can suppress

hypersensitive cell death in plants as well as in yeast, a response

that is often associated with species immunity (127). Moreover,

another effector from the same bacterium was shown to possess

tyrosine phosphatase activity, suggesting that it may target

(dephosphorylate) plant MAPK, the only plant proteins known

to be phosphorylated at tyrosine residues (128). Again, PAMP-

induced post-translational activation of MAPK activity has been

reported repeatedly, and MAPK activity was shown to be essen-

tial for the activation of plant defense responses, such as PR gene

expression or hypersensitive cell death (111, 118, 123).

Recently, Arabidopsis NHO1, encoding a glycerol kinase, was

shown to be required for plant species resistance to P. syringae

pv. phaseolicola as well as to the fungal pathogen Botrytis cinerea

(129). Strikingly, P. syringae pv. tomato DC3000, an isolate fully

virulent on Arabidopsis, actively suppressed the NHO1 expression.

Thus, NHO1 is deployed for plant species-specific resistance in

Arabidopsis and targeted by the bacterium for parasitism.

Beyond any doubt, future research will provide ample evi-

dence that pathogens target and, subsequently, overcome basal

or species resistance in order to colonize and multiply on

plants. In turn, evolution of virulent pathogens and disease

drives the co-evolution of plant resistance genes and thereby

development of phylogenetically more recent, monogenically

determined and, thus, relatively unstable pathogen race/plant

cultivar-specific disease resistance (9, 10, 14–16, 19). In

summary, plant species resistance and plant cultivar-specific

disease resistance represent a pathogen-non-specific as well as

a pathogen race-specific way to cope with an invading micro-

organism, and they must be considered as two distinct but

evolutionarily interrelated types of plant innate immunity.

Conclusions and outlook

There is increasing evidence that plants employ pathogen

perception and defense pathways that closely resemble those

in animals and insects. In particular, isolation and character-

ization of Arabidopsis FLS2 has provided very valuable first

insight into the molecular mechanisms of plant species immun-

ity by evidencing that TLR-receptor-mediated PAMP recogni-

tion is a characteristic of nonself perception systems in plants

too. Thus, flagellin-induced innate immunity in Arabidopsis can

be considered a paradigm for PAMP-mediated pathogen

recognition in plants. Recognition of many more pathogen-

associated molecular patterns (some of which possess defense-

inducing activity in species from both the plant and animal

kingdom), formation of pattern recognition complexes
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involving TLR-LRR proteins, MAPK-mediated activation of

immune response genes, and subsequent production of anti-

microbial products also add to the striking list of similarities

between both systems.

A key question yet to be answered concerns the evolutionary

relationship between animal and plant innate immunity. Com-

parative genome analyses indicate that various facets of devel-

opment evolved independently in the lineages leading to

plants and animals (130). However, proteins similar to Toll

and TLRs are implicated in both the animal and plant pathogen

responses. Thus, it appears reasonable to assume that the last

common ancestor of plants and animals used some relative of

Toll/TLR for pathogen recognition and that this system

evolved extensively to provide resistance in both kingdoms

(130). On the other hand, limited sequence similarity in the

ligand-binding domains of the flagellin receptors, plant FLS2,

and human TLR5, together with different ligand domains

implicated in receptor activation, may suggest that both

flagellin recognition systems are the result of independent

convergent evolution (38, 73, 75). Comparative analyses of

innate immune systems in plants and animals, which are based

on significantly broader data sets, may provide a basis to

answer this question more precisely in the future.

One of the current challenges for molecular phytopatholo-

gists is to determine the contribution of PAMP-mediated

recognition systems to plant species immunity. Efforts must

be intensified to causally link recognition of PAMP-like general

elicitors to plant species resistance. Forward genetics

approaches in the model plant A. thaliana have already revealed

loci specifying species immunity against P. syringae pv. phaseoli-

cola (NHO1) (129) and Blumeria graminis (PEN1, H. Thordal-

Christensen, personal communication; PEN2, P. Schulze-

Lefert, personal communication). Both PEN1 and PEN2 appear

to be directly or indirectly involved in the control of cell wall

architecture (P. Schulze-Lefert, personal communication),

thus highlighting the importance and contribution of con-

stitutive barriers, such as the plant cell wall, for species

immunity. Accordingly, intact plant plasma membrane/cell

wall adhesions and ROI-mediated activation of local defense

responses (possibly through the involvement of phenolic

compounds) were demonstrated to be essential for blocking

fungal penetration on resistant plant species (131, 132).

Hopefully, but not necessarily, genetic inactivation of indi-

vidual PAMP recognition events will result in altered species

resistance. Given that many microorganisms harbor various

such signals and given the ability of the plant to recognize

rather complex signal patterns, physiological redundancy

may compensate for individual losses. Thus, genetic knock-

out of several rather than individual PAMP receptors may

help overcome this problem.
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